March 12, 2018

We, the Northwest San Pedro Neighborhood Council, approve joining the Neighborhood Council Sustainability Alliance as a member NC, with the following provisions:

Voting Representatives
Northwest San Pedro Neighborhood Council will appoint a designated representative and an alternate. No proxies will be allowed to represent the NWSPNC.

Regarding NCSA Public Policy Positions:

1) The NWSPNC representative will provide a vote on a Public Policy Position after working it through our Committee and Board for approval.

2) NWSPNC requests that any motion representing a Policy Position of the NCSA that is not unanimously approved by the Member Organizations (Neighborhood Councils), the motion clearly disclose the names of dissenting Member Organizations.

3) NWSPNC also requests that in cases when the NCSA take a policy position without time for NCs to take positions, that the NCSA clearly disclose this. (Suggest the NCSA subsequently build the list of Member Organizations that support the position afterward.)

With these provisions: “We the Northwest San Pedro Neighborhood Council formally agree to be a member of the Neighborhood Council Sustainability Alliance. The Neighborhood Council Sustainability Alliance advances sustainability and resilience across Los Angeles through advocacy, sharing of best practices, and community action.”

Designated NCSA Representative
Gwendolyn Henry
GwendolynHenry@hotmail.com

Designated NCSA Alternate
Chris Valle
ChrisBValle@gmail.com

Sincerely Yours,

Ray Regalado, President
On behalf of the Northwest San Pedro Neighborhood Council